News sources around the world generate constant streams of information, but effective streaming news retrieval requires an intimate understanding of the geographic content of news. This process of understanding, known as geotagging, consists of first finding words in article text that correspond to location names (toponyms), and second, assigning each toponym its correct lat/long values. The latter step, called toponym resolution, can also be considered a classification problem, where each of the possible interpretations for each toponym is classified as correct or incorrect. Hence, techniques from supervised machine learning can be applied to improve accuracy. New classification features to improve toponym resolution, termed adaptive context features, are introduced that consider a window of context around each toponym, and use geographic attributes of toponyms in the window to aid in their correct resolution. Adaptive parameters controlling the window's breadth and depth afford flexibility in managing a tradeoff between feature computation speed and resolution accuracy, allowing the features to potentially apply to a variety of textual domains. Extensive experiments with three large datasets of streaming news demonstrate the new features' effectiveness over two widely-used competing methods.
INTRODUCTION
Today's increasingly informed and connected society demands ever growing volumes of news and information. Thousands of newspapers, and millions of bloggers and tweeters around the world generate constant streams of data, and the demand for such data is skyrocketing as people strive to stay up-to-date. Also, Internet-enabled mobile devices are increasingly common, which expands the requirement for location-based services and other highly local contentinformation that is relevant to where users are, or the places in which they are interested. News itself often has a strong geographic component, and newspapers tend to characterize their readership in terms of location, and publish news articles describing events that are relevant to geographic locations of interest to their readers. We wish to collect these articles and make them available for location-based retrieval queries, which requires special techniques.
To enable news retrieval queries with a geographic component, we must first understand the geographic content present in the articles. However, currently, online news sources rarely have articles' geographic content present in machine-readable form. As a result, we must design algorithms to understand and extract the geographic content from the article's text. This process of extraction is called geotagging of text, which amounts to identifying locations in natural language text, and assigning lat/long values to them. Put another way, geotagging can be considered as enabling the spatial indexing of unstructured or semistructured text. This spatial indexing provides a way to execute both feature-based queries ("Where is X happening?") and location-based queries ("What is happening at location Y ?") [5] where the location argument is specified textually rather than geometrically as in our related systems such as QUILT [34] and the SAND Browser [31] . Geotagging methods have been implemented in many different textual domains, such as Web pages [3, 23, 27] , blogs [28] , encyclopedia articles [14, 36] , tweets [33] , spreadsheets [2, 17] , the hidden Web [19] , and of most relevance for us, news articles [8, 11, 18, 20, 21, 29, 32, 37] . Particular domains such as blogs and tweets may pose additional challenges, such as having few or no formatting or grammatical requirements. The methods in this paper were applied in the NewsStand system [37] , which uses a geotagger to assign geographic locations to clusters of news articles based on their content, which allows users to visually explore the news in NewsStand's interactive map interface. Also, several commercial products for geotagging text are available, such as MetaCarta's Geotagger 1 , Thomson Reuters's OpenCalais 2 , and Yahoo!'s Placemaker 3 , the latter two of which we investigate here.
Geotagging consists of two steps: finding all textual references to geographic locations, known as toponyms, and then choosing the correct location interpretation for each toponym (i.e., assigning lat/long values) from a gazetteer (database of locations). These two steps are known as toponym recognition and toponym resolution, the second of which we investigate here, and are difficult due to ambiguities present in natural language. Importantly, both these steps can be considered as classification [10] problems: Toponym recognition amounts to classifying each word in the document's text as part of a toponym or not, and toponym resolution amounts to classifying each toponym interpretation as correct or incorrect. With this understanding, and with appropriately annotated datasets, we can leverage techniques from supervised machine learning to create an effective geotagging framework. These techniques take as input sets of values known as feature vectors, along with a class label for each feature vector, and learn a function that will predict the class label for a new feature vector. Many such techniques for classification, and other machine learning problems, exist and have been used for geotagging purposes, including SVM [4, 13, 24] , Bayesian schemes [9, 12, 41] , and expectation maximization [6] .
The effectiveness of such techniques for a given problem domain depends greatly on the design of the input features that comprise each feature vector. One common feature used for geotagging is the population of each interpretation, since larger places will tend to be mentioned more frequently and are more likely to be correct. However, using population alone or overly relying on it, as many methods do, resulted in greatly reduced accuracy in our experiments, especially for toponym recall. Instead, in this paper, we consider a new class of features to improve the accuracy of toponym resolution, termed adaptive context features. These features construct a window of variable size around each toponym t, and use the other toponyms in the window to aid in resolving t correctly by considering the geographic relationships between interpretations lt of t and those of other toponyms in the window. In particular, we search for interpretations that are geographically proximate to lt, or are siblings of lt in terms of a geographic hierarchy (e.g., cities in the same state). The more such relationships appear in the window, the greater evidence there is that lt is the correct interpretation of t. These window features are a natural extension of other context-sensitive features which depend on other words nearby the toponym, such as object/container and comma group [20] evidence, as well as pairing notions such as pair strength [19] .
We call these features adaptive because the window's parameters can be varied for different domains, or to achieve different ends. Some relatively small windows can contain a significant number of highly ambiguous toponyms, especially for toponyms at fine scales [26] , and considering all possible combinations of interpretations places inhibitive penalties on feature computation speed. For example, consider [25] with toponyms and their number of interpretations highlighted, showing the extreme ambiguity of these toponyms and illustrating the need for adaptive context features.
we consider all possible combinations of resolutions for these toponyms, this results in about 3·10
17 possibilities, an astonishingly large number for this relatively small portion of text, which is far too many to check in a reasonable time. Instead, we can set parameters which we term the window's breadth and depth, named analogously to breadth-first and depth-first search, which control the number of toponyms in the window and the number of interpretations examined for each toponym in the window, respectively. The adaptive context features thus afford us flexibility since by varying these parameters, we can control a tradeoff between feature computation time and resolution accuracy. The more toponyms and toponym interpretations we examine, the more likely we are to find the correct interpretation, but the longer resolution will take, and vice versa. Some textual domains such as Twitter, where tweets arrive at a furious rate, demand faster computation times, while in other, offline domains, the time constraint is relaxed and we can afford to spend more time to gain higher accuracy. While window-like features and heuristics have been used in other work related to geotagging (e.g., [15, 16, 24, 30, 35, 42] ), these features' adaptive potential has not been explored.
As we pointed out, in this paper our focus is on toponym resolution, while toponym recognition makes use of our previous work [18] . Our work differs from that of others in a number of ways, including our focus on streaming data, and most importantly the size of the domain of the data used in our evaluation. In particular, in our evaluation we make use of articles from a large set of news sources, many of which are from small localities, and the domain of locations is very large, as evidenced by our gazetteer containing 8.1M location interpretations, in contrast to systems such as Web-a-Where [3] which contains only about 30,000 location interpretations. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the geotagging framework that enables us to test our adaptive context features, and describes our toponym recognition and resolution processes as a whole. We also introduce several other features that complement our adaptive context features and serve as baselines for comparison. Section 3 describes our new adaptive context features, as well as algorithms for their computation. Section 4 details extensive experiments showing our methods' performance benefits over OpenCalais and Placemaker, that also test various feature combinations and parameters. Finally, Section 5 offers potential avenues of future work and concludes.
GEOTAGGING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the framework that enables testing of our geotagging methods. This framework was originally developed for and is an integral component of the NewsStand [37] and TwitterStand [33] systems. We describe our toponym recognition (Section 2.1) and resolution (Sec-tion 2.2) procedures, as well as a set of baseline features (Section 2.3) that we use in combination with our adaptive context features, which will be presented in Section 3.
Toponym Recognition
Our toponym recognition procedure is designed as a multifaceted process involving many types of recognition methods, both rule-based and statistics-based. After an initial tokenization step, our method proceeds by performing lookups into various tables of entity names, including location names and abbreviations (e.g., "Maryland", "Md."), business names (e.g., "Apple", "Toyota"), person names (e.g., "Chad", "Victoria"), as well as cue words for the above types of entities (e.g., "X County", "Mr. X ", "X Inc."). We also refactor geographic names by shifting particular cue words (e.g., "X Lake" to "Lake X ").
In addition to the above rule-based methods, we leverage statistical NLP tools. We use an NER package to recognize toponyms and other entities, and perform extensive postprocessing on its output to ensure higher quality. We also perform part-of-speech (POS) tagging to find phrases of proper nouns, since names of locations (and other types of entities) tend to be composed of proper nouns. The POS tagging also provides a means of recognizing additional grammatical forms that hint at entities' types, including active verbs and noun adjuncts, which we use as signals to adjust entity types. Furthermore, we incorporate evidence from other documents in the document's news cluster. After the above recognition steps, we establish groups of entities to be resolved at the same time, by grouping similar entities together.
This multifaceted recognition procedure is designed to be flexible to capture variations that appear in streaming news, and also to be as inclusive as possible when recognizing toponyms, to maximize toponym recall, which comes at the cost of lower precision. Our recognition procedure's high recall is also corroborated by experimental results in Section 4.3. Since toponym recognition is only the first step in a two-part geotagging process, our toponym resolution methods will serve to restore precision to the entire process.
Toponym Resolution
As mentioned earlier, geotagging can be understood as a classification problem, and we use methods from supervised machine learning to implement toponym resolution. Specifically, we cast it as a binary classification problem, in that we decide for a given toponym/interpretation pair (t, lt), whether lt is correct or incorrect. These location interpretations are drawn from a gazetteer, which is a database of locations and associated metadata such as population data and hierarchy information. Our gazetteer, which is based on GeoNames 4 , is vastly larger than many gazetteers typically used in geotagging methods, which both increases our methods' utility as well as geotagging's difficulty. We characterize our gazetteer further in our experiments in Section 4.1.
For our classifier, we use a decision tree-based ensemble classifier method known as random forests [7] , which has state-of-the-art performance for many classification tasks. Briefly, given an annotated training dataset, the random forests method constructs many decision trees based on different random subsets of the dataset, sampled with replacement. In addition, each decision tree is constructed using random subsets of features from the training feature vectors. Because the features and subsets are chosen randomly, a variety of trees will be in the forest. Classifying a new feature 4 http://geonames.org vector is relatively simple: each tree in the forest votes for the vector's class, and the consensus is taken as the result. Note that individual trees may be excellent or poor class predictors, but as long as some features allow better-thanrandom classification, the forest taken as a whole will be a strong classifier. Another useful aspect of random forests is that the number of trees that vote for a given class can be used as a confidence score for the classification, and provides a means of tuning the precision/recall balance of the classifier. Assuming the score is an accurate estimate of the method's predictability, accepting classifications with a lower score will result in lower precision but higher recall, and vice versa. For our implementation, we used the fast random forest implementation 5 , integrated with the Weka machine learning toolkit 6 . As an alternative to classification, Martins et al. [24] considered the use of SVM regression to estimate a distance function based on feature vector values that is intended to capture the distance between a given lt, and t's ground truth interpretation. They use the resulting distance values to rank the interpretations, essentially using them as confidence scores, and select the one with smallest distance value as the interpretation for t. However, a significant drawback of this technique is that it assumes that all toponyms input to the toponym resolution process are not erroneous, i.e., that the toponym recognition procedure is perfect in identifying toponyms, while in reality, no such procedure is perfect. The distance measures they compute, while useful for ranking, are not necessarily meaningful as confidence scores for deciding whether a given lt has strong enough evidence to consider it correct. For example, an inferred distance of "10" may indicate strong evidence for a given lt, but weak evidence for another. On the other hand, our framework using random forests and their confidence scores provide consistent and meaningful scores for deciding classification strength.
Resolution Features
In addition to the adaptive context features introduced in the next section, we use several baseline toponym resolution features in our methods. To borrow terms from linguistics, these features, which will be computed for each toponym/interpretation pair (t, lt), can be loosely classed as what we term context-sensitive and context-free features. Put simply, context-sensitive features depend on t's position in relation to other toponyms in the document, while context-free features do not. Note that our adaptive context features subsume and generalize context-sensitive features, so we will describe them in the next section. On the other hand, the context-free features we use include the following:
I: interps. Number of interpretations for t; more interpretations means more opportunities for errors. P: population. The population of lt, where a larger population indicates that lt is more well-known. A: altnames. Number of alternate names for lt in various languages. More names indicates greater renown of lt. D: dateline. Geographic distance of lt from an interpretation of a dateline toponym, which establishes a general location context for a news article. L: locallex. Geographic distance of lt from the newspaper's local lexicon [21] , the expected location of its primary audience, expressed as a lat/long point. 5 http://code.google.com/p/fast-random-forest 6 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
The interps, population, and altnames features are domain independent, i.e., they can be used in any textual domain, while the dateline and locallex features are specific to the news domain. In our experiments in Section 4.4, we consider these features alone and in various combinations to understand each feature's relative utility.
ADAPTIVE CONTEXT FEATURES
In this section, we present our adaptive context features to aid in the resolution of toponyms. These features reflect two aspects of toponym coocurrence and the evidence that interpretations impart to each other, which include:
1. Proximate interpretations, which are both nearby in the text as well as geographically proximate, and 2. Sibling interpretations, which are nearby in the text and share containers in a geographic hierarchy.
We capture these interpretation relationships and encode them in features. To compute these features, we examine for each toponym t a window of text around t, and compare interpretations of toponyms in the window with the interpretations of t. That is, a given interpretation lt of t is promoted if there are other interpretations of toponyms in the window that are geographically proximate to it, or are sibling interpretations. In addition, we vary two parameters of the window termed window breadth and window depth, which control a tradeoff between computation speed and discriminative utility for the features by changing the number of toponyms in the window, and the number of interpretations per toponym, respectively. Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the algorithm used to compute our features. Each box represents a toponym, and the lines under the boxes represent location interpretations for each toponym. Different toponyms have different levels of ambiguity, as measured by the number of interpretations for the toponyms. In Figure 2 , we are computing adaptive context features for the highlighted toponym and its interpretations in the middle. We compute these features for all toponyms at a document distance of less than the window breadth w b , and we compare the first few interpretations of each toponym in the window, up to a maximum of w d interpretations, the window depth.
Note that our proximity and sibling features subsume and generalize other commonly-used features in toponym resolution. In particular, these features generalize contextsensitive features, which compute a toponym interpretation's likelihood of correctness based on the other toponyms nearby to it in the document. One example of these contextsensitive features includes the object/container pair (e.g., Paris, Texas, Dallas in Texas), consisting of two toponyms, one of which contains the other. Authors use them when their audiences are not familiar with the location in question, and use the containing toponym to provide a geographic context for the toponym. Object/container pairs are a particularly common type of evidence used in many types of documents, and much research has investigated its utility (e.g., [3, 16, 21, 30, 35] ). This type of evidence can be understood as an extreme case of our sibling feature, in the case where the window is restricted to the immediately next or preceding toponym. More general than object/container pairs is the comma group [20] , which consists of a sequence of toponyms adjacent to each other separated by connector tokens (e.g., "Paris, Dallas, San Antonio and Houston") that share geographic characteristics (in our example, all cities in Texas), and hence provide mutual evidence for each others' correct interpretations. These relationships can be captured using our features with a window of appropriate size to contain all the toponyms. Another difference between these sources of evidence and our adaptive context features is that we do not assume any meaning for the specific position of toponyms within the window. For example, we do not consider the grammatical structure involved, or the tokens present between toponyms in the window. This increases the flexibility of our features as compared to, e.g., comma groups, whose recognition depends on specific wording and organization of the toponyms. As noted by Lieberman et al. [20] , comma groups in particular can be constructed in various ways that can mislead rule-based heuristics, such as in our original example in Figure 1 .
The following sections describe our proximity (Section 3.1) and sibling (Section 3.2) features, and the algorithms we use to compute them (Section 3.3). We also describe a strategy for propagating significant feature values for a toponym to its other instances in the same document (Section 3.4).
Proximity Features
The proximity features we use are based on geographic distance. Because this distance is continuous, appropriate thresholds for what is considered "near" and "far" are not apparent. Thus, it behooves us to defer their definitions to learning algorithms that can learn appropriate and meaningful distance thresholds.
To compute our proximity features for a toponym/interpretation pair (t, lt), we find for each other toponym o in the window around t the closest interpretation lo to lt. Then, we compute the proximity feature for (t, lt) as the average of the geographic distances to the other interpretations. Thus, a lower feature score indicates a higher level of overall geographic proximity for toponyms within the window. This feature strategy also balances fairness with optimism, in that it allows all toponyms in the window to contribute to (t, lt)'s feature score, while each toponym in the window contributes its best (i.e., geographically nearest) interpretation to the feature score. It has the additional benefit that no distance thresholds are hard-coded into the feature. Instead, the learning procedure can learn appropriate distance thresholds from its training data.
Sibling Features
Our second class of adaptive context features are those based on sibling relationships between interpretations in a geographic hierarchy. In other words, this feature will capture the relationships between textually proximate toponyms that share the same country, state, or other administrative division. The sibling feature is intended to capture interpretations that are at the same level in the hierarchy (e.g., states in the same country, cities in the same state) as well as interpretations at different levels (e.g., a state and its containing country, a city inside its containing state). The first case captures "true" sibling relationships, while the second case captures containment relationships, which can be considered siblings at a coarse granularity (e.g., College Park and Maryland are siblings at a state level of granularity).
We compute sibling features in a similar way as the proximity features. For each toponym/interpretation pair (t, lt), we use as our sibling feature value the number of other toponyms o in the window around t with an interpretation that is a sibling of lt at a given resolution. We consider three levels of resolution, which correspond to three sibling features for each (t, lt): country-level, state-level, and county-level. Given that the sibling features are so related to the proximity features, at first glance, the sibling feature appears to be redundant in that some toponym interpretations that are siblings will tend to be geographically proximate as well (e.g., Paris, Texas and Dallas, Texas). However, in some cases the sibling feature will prove helpful in distinguishing toponym relationships. For example, cities that are positioned at opposite ends of a given state might be too far to be considered geographically proximate, but would still be considered siblings. Similarly, the notion of geographic distance for area objects such as countries and states depends on their representation. If we represent, e.g., a country by a single point, such as its centroid or the location of its capital city, it might be considered geographically distant from many cities contained in it, while the sibling feature would correctly capture these relationships. Another difference between the proximity and sibling features is that the geographic hierarchy is discrete, while geographic distances are continuous values. As a result, we do not have the same thresholding problem as for the proximity features, as our "thresholds" are effectively the same as the hierarchy levels.
Feature Computation
As noted earlier, our adaptive context features are based on computing features within a window of context around each toponym t. We can consider two variables related to the search for a correct interpretation of t:
1. Window breadth, denoted w b , which corresponds to the size of the window around t to be considered. 2. Window depth, denoted w d , which is the maximum number of interpretations to be considered for each toponym in the window.
The window breadth w b controls how many toponyms around a given toponym t are to be used in aiding the resolution of t. With a larger w b , more toponyms will be used to resolve t, thus reducing the resolution algorithm's speed but hopefully increasing its accuracy. Similarly, the window depth w d controls the number of interpretations to be considered for each toponym in the window. A larger w d means that more interpretations will be checked, with a resulting decrease in speed, but with more potential for finding corroborating evidence for a correct interpretation of t.
Because the window depth may preclude examination of all interpretations for a given toponym, the order in which the interpretations are examined is important. Ideally, interpretations would be ordered using context-free attributes of each interpretation. In a sense, the ordering is based on an apriori estimate of each interpretation's probability of being mentioned in a given document, though we do not formalize this notion here. We order or rank these interpretations using various factors, which include, in order of importance:
1. Number of alternate names for the location in other languages. GeoNames, being a multilingual gazetteer, contains alternate names and the number of names can indicate the place's renown.
2. Population of the location, where a larger population generally indicates a more well-known place.
3. Geographic distance from a local lexicon location.
These ranking factors can be considered context-free, in that the ordering of interpretations for a given toponym is independent of its position in the document. We could use additional factors such as each interpretation's geographic distance from a dateline toponym interpretation, but because we include these factors as separate features we do not need to include them in the ranking here. One seeming drawback with regard to the window depth is that it may not seem effective in that most toponyms in our gazetteer have only one or two possible interpretations, as our experiments in Section 4.1 show. However, toponyms that are well-known by virtue of having a well-known interpretation (for example, Paris, widely known as the French capital), will tend to be mentioned more frequently in documents, and these will be more ambiguous. This is also reflected in measurements made on the toponyms present in our experimental datasets (Section 4.2).
In addition, rather than using all toponyms in the window around each t, we perform some pre-filtering to remove toponyms that detract from the usefulness of our adaptive context features. For example, we do not use toponyms in the window that have the same name as t, since they will have the same set of interpretations as t, which will impart no useful information. In addition, and more generally, we may not be sure which of the words in the window correspond to toponyms, due to ambiguities in toponym recognition. Our toponym recognition process (described in Section 2.1) is designed for high recall and as a result we will consider many words which are not true toponyms. In other cases, we may not be sure of the appropriate interpretation for a given toponym. For example, consider the phrase "University of Maryland", which could be interpreted as a whole, University of Maryland, referring to the school, or as Maryland, the state. Rather than immediately deciding on one of these toponyms, our recognition process keeps both, even though they overlap. Thus, we can keep and consider all of them in toponym resolution, though they must be appropriately filtered when processing toponyms in the window.
Our algorithm for computing adaptive context features, called AdaptiveContext, is shown in Algorithm 1. It takes as input the toponyms T in the document being processed, as well as the window breadth w b and window depth w d under consideration. The algorithm proceeds by iterating over all toponyms t ∈ T (line 2). For each t, an array for t ∈ T do 3:
for o ∈ O do 6:
for lt ∈ Locs(t) do 8:
dmin ← min{∀lo ∈ Lo, GeoDist(lt, lo)} 9:
for lev ∈ {country, admin1, admin2} do 11:
if ∃lo ∈ Lo : Sibling(lt, lo, lev) then 12:
Increment SibFeature(t, lt, lev) 13:
end
for lt ∈ Locs(t) do 18:
end for 20:
end for 21: end procedure P is initialized which will hold minimum distances to interpretations of toponyms in the window around t, which will be used in computing the proximity features for t (3). Next, other toponyms O within the window around t are collected by finding toponyms o ∈ T whose document distance is smaller than the window breadth w b , and also have a different name than t (4). We then loop over each toponym o ∈ O to begin comparing interpretations of t and o (5). First, we collect the location interpretations associated with o, up to a limit of w d interpretations, the window depth (6) . Then, we loop over each interpretation lt of t (7), and find the interpretation lo of o with minimum geographic distance from lt (8). We add the interpretation lo to the location set P [lt] associated with lt which will be used for computation of the proximity feature for lt (9) . Next, we compute the sibling features for each level lev of our geographic hierarchy (10) by checking whether there exists an interpretation lo of o with lt as its sibling (11) . If so, we increment the sibling feature for that level (12) . Finally, after looping over all toponyms of O, the sibling features are fully computed for each interpretation lt of t, but the proximity feature remains to be completed. We do so for each lt (17) by averaging the geographic distances computed for lt, which results in the final proximity feature values (18) . We use the median geographic distance as our averaging measure.
Feature Propagation
Oftentimes, documents will mention the same toponyms multiple times. When considering pairs of toponyms for use in computing adaptive context features, described in the previous section, these toponym repetitions are ignored because they impart no useful information, since the interpretations for each pair will be the same. However, we can still make use of toponym repetition within a single document because the toponyms appear in different contexts (i.e., at different offsets) within the document. Since our adaptive context features are context-sensitive, we can apply stronger feature values computed for the toponym in one context to the same toponym in other, weaker contexts.
To leverage these repetitions, as a final processing step, we compute additional features for each (t, lt) pair by propagating feature values among toponyms in the document that share the same name. We propagate feature values that indicate strong evidence that a given toponym interpretation is correct. For the proximity feature, this corresponds to the lowest average distance values, while for the sibling features, we propagate the largest sibling counts for each level of resolution we consider.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the extensive experiments performed on our own and competing geotagging methods. We first establish the general difficulty of geotagging using our large gazetteer, due to a large amount of toponym ambiguity (Section 4.1), and then introduce the datasets to be used for measuring geotagging performance, and characterize the toponyms present in them (Section 4.2). In terms of geotagging accuracy, we compare our own adaptive method, referred to as "Adaptive", against two existing prominent competing methods: Thomson Reuters's OpenCalais, and Yahoo!'s Placemaker. Both OpenCalais and Placemaker are closed-source commercial products, but they do provide public Web APIs which allow for automated geotagging of documents, and hence they have been used extensively in state-of-the-art geotagging and entity recognition research (e.g., [1, 24, 28, 38, 40] ). In addition to not being able to make direct algorithmic comparisons due to their black box nature, neither OpenCalais nor Placemaker offer a means of tuning the precision/recall balance, so we could not explore this aspect of the systems. We discuss how well these systems fare against our own methods in terms of toponym recognition (Section 4.3) and toponym resolution (Section 4.4). For the latter, we also consider various combinations of features and show how they affect resolution accuracy, and use a feature ranking method to measure the importance of each feature when used in resolving toponyms. Finally, we vary the adaptive context parameters of window breadth (w b ) and depth (w d ), and show how they affect the feature computation time and accuracy of the Adaptive method (Section 4.5).
Note that in all our accuracy experiments, we measure performance using precision and recall as measured over the correct interpretations. We also used 10-fold cross validation to avoid misleading performance numbers due to potential overfitting. Also, we used 100 trees in our random forests, with 5 attributes for each tree, and accepted classifications with at least 0.5 confidence score (i.e., at least half of the trees voted for the interpretation). All experiments were conducted on a Dell Precision 470 workstation with a dual core Intel Xeon 3GHz CPU and 8G RAM.
Gazetteer Ambiguity
First, we examined our gazetteer to understand the level of ambiguity of toponyms present in it. The gazetteer contains a total of 8.1M location interpretations, 5.1M distinct names, and 7.0M alternate names in languages other than English. The gazetteer's large size ensures a high level of ambiguity and ensuing greater difficulty in performing geotagging correctly, when compared to gazetteers used by other systems such as Web-a-Where [3] . For each toponym in the gazetteer, we counted the number of interpretations associated with it, and plotted the results. Results are shown in Figure 3 . Toponyms in the gazetteer exhibit a power-law relationship in terms of the number of interpretations, in that the vast majority of toponyms a small number of interpretations, while a few toponyms have a very large number of interpretations. Of course, most of these unambiguous toponyms will not be mentioned in a given document, and in our datasets, described in the next section, the documents' toponyms have higher levels of ambiguity.
Datasets
In choosing the datasets for our evaluation, we wanted news data from a variety of sources, and for a variety of audiences. To achieve this end, we used three datasets of news in our evaluation: ACE, LGL, and CLUST. The first, ACE [22] , consists of articles from four large news sources: Agence France-Presse, Associated Press World, New York Times, and Xinhua. These articles tend to have a broad world interest and concern topics such as international diplomacy and trade, so they tend to mention large, well-known places. Thus, ACE serves in our evaluation as a test of the geotagging methods' capability for correctly recognizing and resolving well-known, prominent places. On the other hand, to test smaller places, we used the LGL [21] dataset, which consists of articles from about 100 smaller, more local news sources. These articles are intended for more geographically localized audiences, and concern local events that mention small places. Our third dataset, CLUST [18] , contains a variety of articles from both large and small news sources. Table 1 presents statistics that broadly illustrate characteristics of our three test corpora. ACE is relatively small compared to LGL and CLUST, both in terms of number of documents and news sources. However, ACE tends to have more toponyms per article, which may be due to the content consisting of generally international news involving many different countries and other locations, which would all be mentioned in the articles. In addition, we measured toponym ambiguity in the articles by checking, for each document, the median number of gazetteer interpretations for LGL has the largest amount of toponym ambiguity, followed by CLUST and ACE. This is not overly surprising, given that LGL was constructed deliberately focusing on highly ambiguous toponyms [21] . However, the measurements show a high level of ambiguity in all three datasets.
We also classified the annotated locations present in the documents according to their types, which are shown in Figure 4 . We normalized the type counts for each corpus to illustrate the fractions of each type within each corpus. For cities, we further divided the locations into large cities (over 100k population) and small cities (less than 100k population). These location types clearly show the important differences between the three corpora. The vast majority of ACE 's toponyms, 83%, consist of countries and large cities, indicating ACE 's broad geographic scope. This is not overly surprising given that it consists of newswire, which is usually intended for a broad geographic audience. In contrast, 60% of LGL's toponyms are small cities, counties, and states, and among all three datasets, LGL contains the smallest fraction of countries and large cities, showing that LGL mainly concerns smaller, more local places, with a correspondingly smaller geographic audience. CLUST falls in the middle, with the largest fraction of states among the three datasets, and in between the other two in terms of countries, counties, and small cities. Bearing these observations in mind, in terms of overall geographic relevance, ACE and LGL can be said to have wide and narrow relevance respectively, while CLUST falls in the middle, illustrating our three datasets' utility in testing geotagging at coarse, middle, and fine-grained geographic scopes.
Recognition Accuracy
Though the main focus of this paper is improved toponym resolution, for completeness, we tested each system's toponym recognition performance when isolated from the subsequent toponym resolution step. Note that OpenCalais and Placemaker also provide lat/long values with each toponym, but we disregard these when testing toponym recognition using these systems because it is more information than we need for this experiment. Table 2 shows the performance results for each method's toponym recognition step. For all three datasets, the Adaptive method shows higher recall performance than either OpenCalais or Placemaker, which as we discussed earlier is the crucial measure to consider for toponym recognition used before toponym resolution, as well as a higher overall F1-score for LGL and CLUST. While OpenCalais and Placemaker do have higher precision, this is mitigated by their relative lack of recall. Also, Adaptive's precision is restored by its toponym resolution processing, which will be shown in the next section. These results are also consistent with previously-reported performance [18] .
Resolution Accuracy
In the next experiment, we measured the accuracies of each method's toponym resolution in isolation-that is, if each method were given a set of toponyms, how well the method would select the correct lat/long interpretation for each toponym. Because OpenCalais and Placemaker do not allow for the specification of ground truth toponyms, it is not possible to make direct comparisons of toponym resolution's recall for these systems. Instead, we report the precision for the resolution process in isolation (P Resol ), and the recall for the combined recognition and resolution processes (R Recog+Resol ). For P Resol , we only report accuracy for toponyms that were correctly recognized by each system. Also, for the Adaptive method, we used a window breadth w b of 80 tokens and unlimited window depth w d . To determine whether a given interpretation is correct, we check the geographic distance between the interpretation's lat/long values and the ground truth lat/long values, and if it lies within a small threshold (10 miles) we consider it correct. This method allows for the inevitable minor variations between the tested systems, due to their having selected interpretations from different gazetteers. Table 3 shows the performance results. Of all three methods, the Adaptive method has the best overall precision, especially so for the LGL and CLUST datasets. Adaptive also maintains this high precision while having high toponym re- call. This is best seen for the LGL dataset where Adaptive has a 17% advantage over OpenCalais, and a 22% advantage over Placemaker, along with a recall advantage of 32% over OpenCalais and 6% advantage over Placemaker. These performance numbers indicate our method's superior performance in terms of the toponym resolution task. Examining performance for all the methods across the three datasets, the methods performed best on ACE, worst on LGL, and in the middle for CLUST. These results follow our intuition that correctly geotagging documents containing smaller, less well-known locations (LGL) is more difficult than for larger, more well-known locations (ACE ).
Our next set of experiments tested various combinations of features used in the Adaptive method, to illustrate each feature's overall utility. We used different combinations of the features described in Section 2.3, as well as the adaptive context features described in Section 3. Table 4 contains the performance results, with feature abbreviations corresponding to those used in Section 2.3, and feature combinations indicated with commas (e.g., I,P combines interps and population). In addition, we considered two baseline feature combinations B1 and B2. B1 tested only the domainindependent features (I,P,A), while B2 also included those features tailored for the news domain (D,L). We again used our adaptive context feature (W80,∞) with window breadth of 80 tokens and unlimited window depth. In general, resolution precision was high for all feature combinations, so the main difference was resolution recall. For ACE and CLUST, the dateline and locallex features did not improve B1 much, but locallex did make a large difference for LGL. Our adaptive context features in general improved B1, for LGL in particular. However, in combination with B2, the adaptive context features showed little improvement and in some cases lower performance, which is not overly surprising in that domain-specific features will exhibit domain-specific performance, and sometimes, adding features to a model will decrease performance. However, taken as a whole, the results illustrate our adaptive context features' utility for general geotagging purposes, especially over more simplistic features such as population.
We also conducted an experiment to measure the importance or utility of our features for classifying toponym interpretations. This process, also known as feature selection or dimension reduction [10] , ranks the individual features in terms of their overall utility. For our feature importance measure, we used the gain ratio [10] , a commonly-used, entropy-based measure for decision tree construction. We computed the gain ratio for each feature, and normalized the resulting importance values within each dataset. Results are presented in Figure 5 . Interestingly, for each dataset, the interps and altnames features outranked population. The locallex feature was highly important for LGL, though this is not too surprising considering the dataset's content of smaller, local news articles. The windowprox and windowsib have lower importance values, but interestingly, the windowprox feature has almost the same feature value as population. windowsib's low importance value may be due to it being little-used in the three datasets.
Adaptive Parameters
In our final set of experiments, we tested how varying the adaptive parameters of our window features, namely the window breadth w b and window depth w d , would affect the speed and accuracy tradeoff for our methods. We used our adaptive context features in combination with our first baseline comparison method, B1, described in the previous section, which is a combination of the interps, population, and altnames features. First, we varied the window breadth between 1-80 tokens and measured the resulting tradeoff. Figure 6a and Figure 6b show the results in terms of computation time and method accuracy, respectively. As the window breadth increases, the computation time increases linearly, which is to be expected. The computation time for CLUST is larger than for the other datasets due to its size. Interestingly, even with a small window breadth, precision remains high, and recall is respectable for all three datasets, giving evidence that the features are applicable even for domains where little time is allocated for geotagging. Also, while increasing the window breadth, recall also increases for the datasets, showing the time/accuracy tradeoff as expected. Results are similar for when varying window depth, shown in Figure 7a and Figure 7b .
CONCLUSION
Our investigations of adaptive context features have shown their utility and flexibility for improving the geotagging of streaming news. In future work, we plan to test different weightings of toponyms in the window to judge their effect on resolution accuracy. For example, toponyms that are further away in the window could be given less weight, using linear or Gaussian weighting schemes, essentially leveraging Tobler's law [39] which states that "Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things". In addition, we could consider clusters of news articles about the same topic, which are collected in the NewsStand system, and design other features using these clusters. For example, we might examine other documents in a cluster to get additional toponyms for consideration in geotagging the current document. This can be thought of as creating one large virtual document consisting of some or all of the documents in a cluster, and then extending the window to include toponyms in those other documents. As before, with large clusters, we may not want to consider all toponyms or all interpretations in other documents in the cluster, due to inhibitive performance penalties. In summary, adaptive context features serve as a flexible, useful addition to geotagging algorithms for streaming news and other textual domains.
